Two Themes answer key

“The Enchanted Sticks”
Theme: ___Good will always win over evil.______

“The Story of Wang Li”
Theme: ___Contentment is far more________
_________precious than riches.__________

How are characters used to develop the theme
- characters are enemies
- the old man defeats the robber chief
- the two characters in each story are opposites
- the robber chief and Mother lose in the end
- Robber chief and Mother lose in the end
- both have magic
- both folk tales
- theme has to do with making yourself happy
- Mother learns to be content
- her character changes

What is the nature of the theme
- battle between good and evil
- Old man wins
- battle between good and evil
- Old man wins
- theme has to do with battle between two people
- theme has to do with battle between two people
- characters are family and care about each other
- Robber chief and Mother lose in the end
- Old man wins

How is the theme presented
- characters are family and care about each other
- the son teaches the mother
- characters are family and care about each other
- the son teaches the mother
- Mother learns to be content
- her character changes